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Editor
When Mark Myerson offered me to guest edit an issue dedicated to the child’s foot, I
felt honored, and I accepted with pleasure and enthusiasm. As a member of many Pe-
diatric Orthopedic and Foot societies, I thought of keeping abreast of the hot topics
and of the less discussed pathologic conditions but with an important clinical
relevance.
The authors invited to collaborate on this issue are recognized experts of the topics,

and I gratefully thank my colleagues for participating. The issues proposed, on which
authors have given as much information as possible in order to have a state-of-the-art
review with clear key points, are of absolute interest. On some topics, much has
already been written, such as flatfoot and clubfoot. On the contrary, new topics,
with few references in literature, have been described, like brachymetatarsia and ma-
ligned and benign foot tumors in children. For the “classic topic”, we chose new as-
pects such as the neglected clubfoot, very common and current in the developing
countries and mainly treated in humanitarian programs. The recurrent clubfoot and
the overcorrected clubfoot were also considered. For the flexible flatfoot, we wanted
to get the point up-to-date on performing the surgical techniques, like subtalar ar-
throereisis, and bony procedures, such as osteotomies, as well. For rare foot diseases,
we proposed a synthesis of strategies in which the reader could learn the peculiar as-
pects. The same is valid for known topics, like coalitions, hallux valgus, and congenital
vertical talus, in which giving useful algorithms could help define the surgical approach
in children. For foot disorders in cerebral palsy and in other neurologic diseases, we
asked experts to make an updated review.
We hope the reader of this Foot and Ankle Clinics of North America issue will find not

only helpful information but also hints for future topics that are always in evolution like
imaging, surgical techniques, and evaluation systems.
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